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Abstract—Crosstalk limits the achievable data rate of global
on-chip interconnects on large CMOS ICs. This is especially the
case, if low-swing signaling is used to reduce power consumption.
Differential interconnects provide a solution for most crosstalk
and noise sources, but not for neighbor-to-neighbor crosstalk in
a data bus. This neighbor-to-neighbor crosstalk can be reduced
with twists in the differential interconnect pairs. To reduce via
resistance and metal layer use, we use as few twists as possible by
placing only one twist in every even interconnect pair and only two
twists in every odd interconnect pair. Analysis shows that there are
optimal positions for the twists, which depend on the termination
impedances of the interconnects. Theory and measurements on a
10-mm-long bus in 0.13- m CMOS show that only one twist at
50% of the even interconnect pairs, two twists at 30% and 70%
of the odd interconnect pairs, and both a low-ohmic source and
a low-ohmic load impedance are very effective in mitigating the
crosstalk.

Index Terms—Crosstalk, data bus, interconnect, on-chip com-
munication, twists.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE TO continued scaling of CMOS device feature sizes,
operating frequencies of several gigahertz are possible in

system-on-chip (SoC) designs. Despite the higher functional
density, the total chip size of many CMOS ICs remains large,
because more and more functionality is added on-chip. In order
to connect various system blocks on these chips, long (global)
interconnects are needed that are able to support high data rates.
However, due to shrinking dimensions, the total resistance of
these global interconnects is becoming very large. This large
total resistance, combined with a large total capacitance, results
in a very low bandwidth. Thus, the data capacity of the global
interconnects is limited and they are becoming a key limiting
factor for performance and reliability [1].

To avoid the need for a high number of repeaters [2], var-
ious techniques are developed to increase the data capacity of
global on-chip interconnects [3]–[7]. These are mainly focused
on counteracting the inter symbol interference (ISI), caused by
the limited bandwidth. However, next to ISI, crosstalk is also a
severe problem, since it reduces the noise margin at the receiver.

Techniques like shielding can provide a solution, but if
low-swing signaling is used to reduce power consumption [8],
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noise margins become smaller. Then, differential signaling
is preferred. In differential systems, most noise sources ap-
pear as common mode and can be rejected by the receiver.
In this way, differential interconnects are, for instance, not
sensitive to crosstalk from orthogonal crossing metal layers.
However, differential interconnects do not solve the problem of
neighbor-to-neighbor crosstalk: one of the single-ended halves
will be closer to an aggressor in the same metal layer and will
hence receive more crosstalk.

In CMOS memory cells, twists in differential intercon-
nect-pairs are already widely used to cancel crosstalk between
bitlines [9]–[12]. Twists are also used on printed circuit
boards [13], [14]. In general, many twists are placed at
evenly-spaced intervals along the interconnects. To cancel
neighbor-to-neighbor crosstalk, twists are also proposed for
on-chip global interconnects [15]–[18]. Again, many twists
are placed at evenly-spaced intervals along the interconnects.
However, the many vias needed to make the twists add to the
already troublesome interconnect resistance [3]. Moreover,
each twist requires use of another metal layer. Therefore, the
question arises: What is the minimum number of the twists that
is needed?

In [19], we show that only one twist in the even interconnects
and two twists in the odd interconnects are sufficient. Further-
more, we show that due to the distributed RC nature of the in-
terconnect, there are optimal positions for these twists. These
optimal positions are not necessarily at 50% for the single twist
and at 25% and 75% for the double twist, as one might expect.
It turns out that the optimal positions for the twists depend on
the termination impedances of the interconnects.

In this paper, the analysis of [19] is treated in depth and is ex-
panded. To explain the results of this analysis, an intuitive low
frequency model is added. Furthermore, eye-diagram properties
are calculated. With these eye-diagram properties it is possible
to predict the achievable data rate, which can be done both for
interconnects with and without twisting. The eye-diagram prop-
erties are also used to calculate the sensitivity of the crosstalk
reduction to variations in twist position and termination imped-
ances. Finally, more simulation results and an explanation of the
measurement method are added.

In Section II, first, the properties and problems of global
interconnects are reviewed. After that, in Section III, the op-
timal positions for the twists, depending on the termination, are
calculated. Section IV gives simulation results that verify the
results of Section III. Section V calculates eye-diagram proper-
ties of the interconnects. Section VI explains the measurement
method and shows measurement results from our test chip,
while Section VII gives conclusions.

1063-8210/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Interconnect model for 3-D EM-field simulations.

II. GLOBAL ON-CHIP INTERCONNECTS

A. Interconnect Model

Fig. 1 shows a model of a global bus (cross section). The
global bus is placed in metal 5 as we assume the top metal layer
(metal 6) to be reserved for power and clock routing. The per-
pendicular interconnects in metal 4 and metal 6 are modeled by
two metal plates.

In a 0.13- m CMOS process, the width ( ) and spacing ( )
are chosen for highest bandwidth per cross-sectional area:

m [7]. For these narrow interconnects, the distributed
resistance k mm and the total distributed capac-
itance 0.23 pF/mm are extracted with
a 3-D EM-field simulator. The distributed inductance
0.35 nH/mm only starts to dominate over the distributed resis-
tance at a frequency of 68 GHz. For 10-mm-long
interconnects, the attenuation at this frequency is very large
( 150 dB), so inductance does not play an important role.

The distributed capacitance between two interconnects,
0.05 pF/mm, results in crosstalk (see Fig. 2): a signal

from source will not only appear at its own line output ,
but also at the output of a neighboring victim line . The
transfer functions and , calculated
with a distributed RLC model, for 10-mm-long interconnects
are shown in Fig. 2 (low-ohmic and high-ohmic ,
modeling an open or a small capacitive load).

B. Interconnect Problems

The transfer functions of Fig. 2 show two problems of global
interconnects. First, the interconnect has a limited bandwidth
due to the large distributed resistance and capacitance. The
bandwidth of only 100 MHz (82 MHz for differential driven
case) creates delay and limits the achievable data rate due to
ISI. Second, crosstalk from neighboring interconnects also
limits the data rate and deteriorates data integrity. Fig. 2 shows
that especially for high frequencies, the transfer functions
and are almost equal. In [7], we propose solutions for
the limited bandwidth of the interconnect: pulse-width (PW)
equalization in combination with low-ohmic termination at
both the transmitter and receiver side increases the achievable
data rate with a factor of six. In this paper, we address the
second problem: crosstalk.

C. Solving the Crosstalk Problem

In differential systems, most noise sources appear as common
mode and can be rejected by the receiver. In this way, differ-

Fig. 2. Transfer functions of 10-mm-long interconnects. R = 1, modeling
a small capacitive load (termination on a gate).

ential interconnects are for instance not sensitive to crosstalk
from orthogonal crossing metal layers. Furthermore, twisting of
differential interconnects can also reduce neighbor-to-neighbor
crosstalk in a bus. We will show how this reduction can be
achieved with only one twist in the even interconnects and only
two twists in the odd interconnects. The question that will be
addressed in this paper is: At what positions along the intercon-
nect should we place the twists? Due to the distributed nature
of the interconnects, the answer to this question is not trivial. It
will turn out that the optimal positions of the twists depend on
the termination impedances.

Fig. 3 shows how the twists are organized. The interconnects
are in metal 5 (light gray) and part of the twists is in metal 4
(dark gray). For illustrative purposes, the sizes of the intercon-
nects and twists are exaggerated, the area of the twist is actually
very small compared to the total area of the interconnect. Sup-
pose, now, the positions of the twists are at , ,
and , with the total length of the interconnect. The
optimal positions of the twists are found, when the crosstalk is
minimized. Therefore, we need to find the transfer function ( )
and crosstalk transfer function of the interconnect struc-
ture of Fig. 3 as a function of , , and . As only one or
two twists are used in the interconnects, the total via resistance
is small compared to the total interconnect resistance and is as-
sumed to be zero in the analysis.

III. TWIST ANALYSIS

A. Transfer Functions

In this section, we calculate the transfer functions
(victim is driven differentially and measured differentially
at the victim output), for differential mode crosstalk
(crosstalk from differential aggressor is measured differentially
at victim output), and for common mode crosstalk
(crosstalk from differential aggressor is measured common
mode at victim output). These transfer functions are calculated
as a function of the twist positions. In Fig. 3, lines 3 and 4
are the aggressor and are driven differentially with a voltage

. Lines 5 and 6 are the victim and are driven differentially
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Fig. 3. General model for twisted interconnects.

with a voltage . We will use a modal analysis with even
and odd modes. In even mode, and in odd mode

. First, we define four transfer functions (see
Fig. 3)

(1)

In Section III-B, we will show how these transfer functions can
be calculated. With these transfer functions, we define

(2)

Finally, we define , , and

(3)

TABLE I
VALUES FORM AND L FOR EVERY SECTIONK

Combining (2) and (3), we see that , , and
can be calculated if , -, , and - are
known.

B. Even- and Odd- Mode Analysis

In this section, we show how we can calculate ,
-, , and - with the help of -parameters. The

characteristic impedance and propagation constant of
section of a distributed RC-line are [20]

(4)

, , and are defined in Section II-A. is a Miller
multiplication factor and depends on the signal that is on the
neighboring interconnects. Since we use a modal analysis, the
signals on neighboring lines are correlated. Because the twists
divide the interconnect into four sections (see Fig. 3) can
have a different value for every section .

As an example, let us look at line 6 (see Fig. 3) in even mode
). For the first section, the capacitance to line 7, and

for the second section, the capacitance to line 8, are seen once
(no signals on these lines). As the capacitance to line 5 is seen
double (line 5 and 6 are differentially driven), .
For the third section, the capacitance to line 3 is seen double
(the signal on line 3 has opposite sign) and the capacitance to
line 5 is also seen double, thus, . Finally, for the fourth
section, the capacitance to line 4 is not seen (the signal on line
4 has equal sign) and, again, the capacitance to line 5 is seen
double. Therefore, .

All values of for the lines 5 and 6 (both in even and odd
mode) are shown in Table I. Also, the length of every section
is given.

With these values for and , the -parameters [20] of
every section in the signal flow graph in Fig. 3 are

(5)

is a reference impedance and can be chosen freely. The
source and load impedance are reflected in and

(6)

Note that in the -parameter model for line 5
and for line 6.
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Fig. 4. Calculated DM SCR as a function of x and R (x = 0, x = 1,
l = 10 mm, and R = 50 
).

Now, with the help of Mason’s Rule [20], the transfer func-
tions , -, , and - can be found and,
thus, , , and can be calculated [see (1)–(3)].
As the formulas are very complex, they are not shown here.

C. Signal-to-Crosstalk Ratio (SCR)

With the help of these transfer functions, the optimal posi-
tions for , , and can be found. As optimization criterion,
we use the SCR, which is defined as

SCR
signal power

crosstalk power
(7)

where is the power spectral density of the input signal
and can be either or giving differential mode
(DM) SCR or common mode (CM) SCR.

Fig. 4 shows the DM SCR as a function of . In this case,
, , 10 mm, and 50 . The SCR is

highest if is 0.5 and . However, if is larger then
(as found in conventional on-chip termination, where the

wire is terminated to a gate), the optimum value for is shifted
towards 0.7 and the peak value of the SCR decreases. Note that
the optimal case, one twist at and choosing ,
nicely coincides with the fact that for highest bandwidth, both

and should be chosen low-ohmic [7].
DM crosstalk can be cancelled with the twist at , but there

will still be a CM crosstalk component at the output. This can
be removed by the twists at and . Fig. 5 shows the SCR
for both DM crosstalk and for CM crosstalk as a function of
and with and . The figure shows that the
DM crosstalk is canceled if . On this line, the CM
crosstalk is minimal at and . Fig. 6 again
shows the SCR for both DM and CM crosstalk as a function of

and , but now and . The figure shows
that the optimal positions for a high-ohmic termination are at

and .

Fig. 5. Calculated contour plot of SCR (in decibels) as a function of x and x

(x = 0:5, l = 10 mm, and R = R = 50 
).

Fig. 6. Calculated contour plot of SCR (in decibels) as a function of x and x

(x = 0:7, l = 10 mm, and R = 50 
, R = 1).

D. Simplified Low-Frequency Model

To gain an intuitive insight and give an explanation for these
optimal positions, a simple, low-frequency model is developed.
In Fig. 7, two interconnects are drawn. The top interconnect is
the aggressor line and the bottom, the victim line. The graph
above the aggressor line shows the voltage along this aggressor
line. For low frequencies, this voltage simply shows a linear
decrease along the line, given by a resistive divider

(8)

where is the total resistance of the intercon-
nect. Assuming the crosstalk voltage at the victim line is much
smaller, the voltage will be present across the distributed
capacitance and this will generate a current

(9)
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Fig. 7. Simplified low-frequency model.

Fig. 8. Simplified low-frequency model, low-ohmic termination.

Fig. 9. Simplified low-frequency model, high-ohmic termination.

over a small length at position . This current sees a resistive
divider and only part of the current will contribute to the voltage
at the output of the victim line (see bottom graph)

(10)

By using (8), (9), and (10), we can find an expression for the
change in over a small length at position (see Figs. 8
and 9)

(11)
The crosstalk voltage can be found by integrating over .

By placing a twist in the interconnect, the integration of the
second part of the graph (in Figs. 8 and 9) will have an opposite
sign. If both halves have equal area, there will be no crosstalk.
For a low-ohmic this is at (Fig. 8) and for a high-
ohmic this is at (Fig. 9). Dividing the graph into
four equal parts shows that the optimal positions for and
are at 0.3 and 0.7 for a low-ohmic and at 0.5 and 0.87 for a
high-ohmic .

Fig. 10. 3-D EM-field simulation step responses for different positions of the
twist (x � x � x ) and for two different load resistances. Both differential
mode and common-mode step responses are shown. The length of the intercon-
nects l = 1 mm.

IV. SIMULATIONS

A. 3-D EM-Field Simulations

In order to check the analytical results on optimal twist po-
sitions, a configuration with two differential interconnects has
been simulated in a 3-D EM-field simulator. The length is
only 1 mm to limit the simulation time. Note that for
1 mm, the crosstalk voltage is much lower than for 10
mm.

One of the differential interconnects has one twist and the
other has two twists. Fig. 10 shows the simulated crosstalk
voltage (step response) for different positions of the twists

50 . For DM crosstalk, the optimal position of the
twist is at 0.5 for an of 50 and between 0.6 and 0.7
for an of 20 k . This coincides with the theory: the simpli-
fied model of Section III predicts 0.5 and 0.64, respectively.

For CM crosstalk, the optimal positions of the twists ( and
) are at 0.3 and 0.7 for an of 50 and at 0.35 and 0.8

for an of 20 k . Again, this agrees well with the theory
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Fig. 11. Lumped model step responses for different positions of the twist (x �

x �x ) and for two different load resistances. Both differential-mode (DM) and
common-mode (CM) step responses are shown. The length of the interconnects
l = 10 mm.

that predicts and for an of 50 and
and for an of 20 k .

B. Lumped Model

For circuit simulations, a lumped RC model of the structure of
Fig.3wasbuiltwith200 lumpsper interconnect.For 10-mm-long
interconnects, we chose 7.5 , 3.25 fF and

2.5 fF. The twist positions were varied and the step
responses are shown in Fig. 11. The figure shows that
gives mininal DM crosstalk for and for
high-ohmic. The figure also shows that CM crosstalk is reduced
by twists at and for and by twists
at and for high-ohmic. These twist
positionsagreewiththeanalyticaland3-DEM-fieldsolverresults
(see Sections III and IV-A).

V. EYE-DIAGRAM PROPERTIES

A. Achievable Data Rate

By using a method similar to the method described in [7], it
is possible to extract eye-diagram properties from the impulse
responses and , which are the inverse fourier
transforms of and , respectively. We will
look at the differential output (see Fig. 3). It is
possible to find the eye height (relative to the maximum received
value) and the eye width (relative to one symbol period) for
different data rates. For a 10-mm-long differential interconnect
in a bus with 65 , 150 (values that were
realized on our test chip, see Section VI), , and
using PW equalization [7], Fig. 12 shows the relative eye width
and the relative eye height as a function of data rate. Two cases
are shown: and . The figure shows clearly that
without twisting, the crosstalk limits the data rate. If we look at

Fig. 12. Eye-diagram properties with (x = 0:5) and without (x = 0) twist.
At a relative eye height of 0.5, a 2 times higher data rate is possible due to the
twist.

Fig. 13. Relative eye height as a function of x and R .

50% eye height, a 2 times higher data rate is possible by using
the twist at .

B. Sensitivity

In Fig. 13, the relative eye height is plotted against (upper)
and (lower). As the eye height is the limiting factor (see
Fig. 12), the eye width is not plotted in Fig. 13. Again, a 10-mm-
long interconnect is simulated with 65 , 150 ,

, , , and using PW equalization. The data
rate is 3 Gb/s.

The upper part of the figure shows that the relative eye height
is not much reduced by small changes in the optimal position
of . If the position of is varied with 1% (100 m), the eye
height is only reduced from 0.73 to 0.71. So, the exact placement
of the twists is not critical. The lower part of Fig. 13 shows
that it is also not critically to exactly match and . The
relative eye height even increases for : although there
is slightly more crosstalk, the bandwidth of the interconnect is
increased by the smaller load resistance.
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Fig. 14. Bus configuration of test chip.

VI. MEASUREMENTS

A. Measurement Method

On a test chip [7] in a 0.13- m CMOS process, a bus of seven
10-mm-long differential interconnects is measured with a con-
figuration as shown in Fig. 14. The seven channels are driven
by inverters with an of about 65 . The of about 150
is made with inverters with a feedback resistor. So both and

are low-ohmic compared to the 1.5 k interconnect. The
low-ohmic termination in combination with PW equalization is
used to achieve a data rate of 3 Gb/s. This data rate is measured
on channel 4, as described in [7].

In this paper, we show the results of measurements on chan-
nels 1 and 6. By measuring crosstalk transfer functions, the ef-
fectiveness of the twists will be proven. In order to measure
these crosstalk transfer function, we use the same transmitters
and receivers that are used for the data rate measurements. Since
we only have one data generator available, the transmitters are
all driven by the same data. In order to create pseudo-indepen-
dent data on the seven channels (needed for data rate measure-
ments on channel 4), there is a delay of ten clock periods be-
tween every transmitter, realized via on-chip shift registers. Be-
cause of the PW equalization in the transmitters, the data is mul-
tiplied with a rectangular wave with controllable PW. By setting
the PW to 50%, the transmitters transmit a square wave. For a
“zero,” the square wave is first half a clock period low and after
that half a clock period high; for a “one” the square wave is in-
verted (Manchester code).

To understand how crosstalk information is extracted, assume
that the data generator has been generating a “zero” for longer
than 70 clock delays. Then, all seven transmitters transmit the
same square wave. If the data generator then starts transmitting
a “one,” first the square wave of channel 1 is inverted. Ten clock
delays later, also the square wave of channel 2 is inverted. An-
other ten clock delays, and the square wave of channel 3 is in-
verted, and so on.

Fig. 15. Measured voltage waveform at channel 6.

Fig. 16. Measured transfer functions to the output of channel 6. H
and H are the transfer functions of channel 6 to out 6+ and out 6�,
H H are the crosstalk transfer functions from channel i to out 6+
and out 6�. The differential output voltages are measured as out 6+ minus
out 6�.

The square wave on the channels is filtered by the intercon-
nect. Fig. 15 shows the result as measured on channel 6

. The figure shows that the amplitude (and phase) of
the sine wave is changing every ten clock delays. This is be-
cause the amplitude and phase depend on the total resistance
and capacitance of the interconnect and the capacitance of the
interconnect depends on the signals on neighboring intercon-
nects. If the signals of two neighboring interconnects are equal,
the capacitance between these interconnects is not seen, but if
the signals have opposite signs, the capacitance is seen double
(Miller Multiplication).

By carefully correlating the output voltage with the clock fre-
quency and filtering the results, the amplitude and phase steps
are found. These steps are a measure for the crosstalk transfer
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Fig. 17. Measured transfer functions to the output of channel 1. H
and H are the transfer functions of channel 1 to out 1+ and out 1�,
H andH are the crosstalk transfer functions from channel 2 to out
1+ and out 1�. The differential output voltages are measured as out 1+minus
out 1�.

Fig. 18. SE and DIFF eye-diagram measurements on channel 6.

functions at the clock frequency. The crosstalk transfer func-
tions are found by repeating these measurements for other clock
frequencies.

B. Measurement Results

Fig. 16 shows the measured transfer function from channel
6 and the crosstalk transfer functions from channels 5 and 7 to
channel 6 (low-ohmic termination). As expected, the crosstalk
from channel 5 is less than the crosstalk from channel 7: the
double twist in channel 5 at and reduces
CM crosstalk (see top Fig. 16). Both the crosstalk from channels
5 and 7 is reduced for the differential output: the single twist
in channel 6 at reduces DM crosstalk (see bottom
Fig. 16).

The transfer functions of Fig. 17 have a smaller bandwidth
due to the high-ohmic termination of channel 1. There is more
crosstalk from channel 2 on than on , because

has no signal carrying neighbor. The bottom graph
shows that the crosstalk is not reduced for the differential
output as there is no twist in channel 1.

In Fig. 18, the measured single ended (SE) output and the
differential (DIFF) output of ch. 6 are plotted in eye-diagrams
for a data rate of 2.5 Gb/s. For reliable communication, the eye
should be open. The eye-diagram for the SE output is almost
closed (crosstalk from channel 7). Looking at the DIFF output,
the influence of the twist is seen. The eye is almost completely
open.

VII. CONCLUSION

Crosstalk limits the achievable data rate of on-chip global
interconnects on large CMOS ICs, especially if low-swing
signalling is used. Differential interconnects can be used to
suppress certain external noise sources. In order to cancel
neighbor-to-neighbor crosstalk, twists are placed in the dif-
ferential interconnects. It turns out, that only one twist in
every even interconnect pair and only two twists in every odd
interconnect pair reduce the crosstalk by more than 40 dB.

Our analysis of twists in global on-chip interconnects shows
that the optimal positions of the twists depend on the termina-
tion of the interconnect. Differential mode crosstalk can be can-
celed with only one twist at 50% by choosing both a low-ohmic
source and a low-ohmic load resistance. Two twists in the neigh-
boring interconnects at 30% and 70% reduce common mode
crosstalk. If the source resistance is low-ohmic, but the load re-
sistance is high-ohmic (conventional termination), the optimal
positions shift to 70% for the single twist and 50% and 87% for
the double twist. However, compared to a low-ohmic load re-
sistance, the bandwidth of the interconnect is reduced and the
crosstalk reduction is less. So, low-ohmic termination has both
a benefit for bandwidth and for crosstalk suppression.

An analysis with eye-diagram properties shows that a two
times higher data rate is possible due to the twisting. This anal-
ysis also shows that the exact placement of the twists is not crit-
ical. For a practical design [7], the eye height is only 2% smaller
with a variation of 100 m in the twist position. In addition,
it turns out that it is not critical to exactly match and .
Normal process spreading of about 25% only reduces the eye
opening by a few percent. Measurements show the effectiveness
of the twists.
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